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M.Sc. in Microbiology  

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs)  

The programme of master’s in microbiology focuses in-depth the study of microorganisms 

by imparting classical and modern knowledge and skillsets to the students which makes 

them competent to thrive in research and industries pertaining to pharmaceuticals, 

bioprocess technology, environmental protection, in the domains of intellectual property 

rights and bioethics.     

 

PO1 Imparting theoretical and experimental skills in microbiology.  

PO2 Enabling young minds to grasp effective communicational skills in the domain of 

microbiology with scientific writing and communication.  

PO3 This programme, with dissertation projects, imparts competent skills to thrive in 

research institutions and industries. 

PO4 Sensitizes students to pursue scientific advancements in microbiology while 

embracing ethics and environmental safety.   

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)  

PSO1 The knowledge of microbes including prokaryotes, eukaryotes and archaea is 

provided in depth with their diversity, health benefits and hazards with their industrial and 

environmental use.  

PSO2 The programme emphasizes for development of potential recombinant 

microorganisms under ethical guidelines to produce industrial products at commercial 

level. 

PSO3 Significant portion of this programme is dedicated to food, agriculture and 

environmental microbiology along with focus on monitoring control of various products 

and process in synchrony with the guidelines of government, international norms and of 

control agencies.  

PSO4 In depth knowledge and skillsets are addressed with respect to bioethics, 

environmental safety, biosafety and intellectual property rights in the domain of microbial 

technology.  
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PSO5 The programme also involves activities for all round development of students and to 

develop an urge of research dissertation work with interactive seminars, assignments, 

group discussions along with ethical and biosafety training. 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES (COs)  

CO1 Imparting knowledge of microbial diversity including important microbes impacting 

health, environment and industries. 

CO2 Conveying understanding of biomolecules, microbial metabolism and enzymes. 

CO3 Classical concepts of molecular biology and microbial genetics is imparted along with 

emphasis on modern advancements.    

CO4 Interactions of microbes with humans with knowledge in the field of immunology is 

provided that enables students to understand the impact pathogenic microbes on human 

health.  

CO5 Laboratory skills to cultivate microbes, characterize them and identify their use for 

betterment of humanity is provided to the students with practical exercises. 

CO6 Use of microbes in industry of fermentation, pharmaceutical, food and environment 

are inculcated to the students in depth. 

CO7 Gene regulation and recombinant DNA technology employed in microbes is conveyed 

with their use under ethical wisdom.  

CO8 Specialized computational tools needed to retrieve and analyze data of microbes, their 

genes and proteins are taught to improve the skillsets of the students.  

CO9 Development of microbially derived products such as antibiotics, organic acids, 

therapeutic agents, enzymes, vitamins and beverages are taught to the students with 

special emphasis on entrepreneurship. 

CO10 Inhouse or industrial dissertation is mandatory for students that polishes their 

communicational skills including scientific writing, organizational skills, embeds acumen to 

work in team and inculcate leadership qualities. 
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M.Sc. in Biotechnology  

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs)  

The programme of master’s in Biotechnology focuses in-depth the use of technologies 

pertaining to microorganisms, plant and animals with special emphasis to irradiate 

environmental issues along with developing skill sets for the imparting competence for 

sustenance in research and industries pertaining to pharmaceuticals, bioprocess 

technology, environmental protection and in the domains of intellectual property rights 

and bioethics.     

PO1 Impart training that develop critical thinking, problem solving, inculcating research 

aptitude and knowledge, teamwork, planning, interpretation and analysis in the domain of 

Biotechnology.   

PO2 Learn technical skills through laboratory sessions, research projects and develop self-

directed experiential learning. 

PO3 Develop a technical skill set for employability, entrepreneurship and a basic research 

aptitude. 

PO4 Inculcating the wisdom and subtleties of work ethics of an industry and research 

organization in biotechnology and allied domains.  

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)  

PSO1 Consolidation the fundamentals and principles of basic and applied aspects of 

biotechnology with an aim to serve the society 

PSO2 Develop a technical skill set for generating, analyzing and interpreting scientific data 

for employability, entrepreneurship and research aptitude  

PSO3 Introducing scientific cognition, critical thinking, analysis using in age computational 

tools to develop competence for academic research and industry at par with the global 

scenario    

PSO4 Making students aware to the needs of a society for constructive contribution 

towards its sustainable growth and development of products of high socio-economic 

importance such as improved crops, vaccines, diagnostic tools, improve microbial strains 

for enhancing the production of high value compounds.  
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PSO5 Understand the social aspects, ethical concerns, issues of intellectual properties and 

policies of the Biotechnology industry along with evaluating the ethical, legal and social 

issues pertaining to use of biological systems 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES (COs)  

CO1 Acquainting students with the cellular composition and mechanisms of all domains of 

life forms, prokaryotes, eukaryotes and archaea. 

CO2 Imparting knowledge-based learning of molecules of life forms with emphasis on 

microbial metabolism and enzymes. 

CO3 Incorporation of classical and modern concepts of mechanics of molecular biology, 

genetics and biostatistics.  

CO4 Conveying in-depth knowledge of cell-cell communication in microorganisms along 

with studying interactions with humans with special emphasis on immunology and 

immunologically derived therapeutics. 

CO5 Developing laboratory skills to deal with basic qualitative and quantitative estimation 

of biomolecules with acquiring dexterity in dealing with advance analytical techniques 

pertaining to activity of biomolecules and immunology. 

CO6 Inculcating vast knowledge for diverse bioprocess technology for the products of high 

economic value along with special emphasis on food, dairy and beverages. 

CO7 Cloning techniques for genetic manipulation under ethical wisdom is imparted.  

CO8 Advanced analytical techniques used in biotechnology industries is taught along with 

incorporation of specialized computational tools in silico studies.  

CO9 Advances in technologies involving microbes for the production of products for the 

benefit of environment and pharmaceutics is elucidated. 

CO10 Through a dissertation project work, the students acquire technical skill set related to 

research and employability in biotechnology in addition to scientific acquisition, analysis, 

interpretation and representation of the scientific data. 




